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1912 Rushes to Recycle

In the 2015 FIRST Robotics Competition game “Recycle Rush”, teams
attempt to score points by working together to stack plastic totes and
“recycle trash” represented by pool noodles and totes. Unlike previous
years, there is much more focus on teamwork instead of defense
because alliances do not come in contact at any point during the game.
Each match begins with a fifteen second autonomous period where the
robots are programed to progress into the next zone in the arena. Then
the robot drivers take control to stack totes. There are two human
players on each alliance who feed totes and litter to the robot to
“recycle”. Working cooperatively with the opposing alliance earns
“cooperation points”.
The point system for this

year’s game is based on
how many totes are stacked
on the scoring platforms with
a recycling bin on top of the
stack. Even more points can
be scored when a pool
noodle is placed in the
recycling bin.
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1912 Presents:ClarkLift
2015 Recycle Rush

Prior to ClarkLift’s inception there needed to be an
initial design. The designing process started with a
collaborative brainstorming session. Following that
began the prototyping process, which consisted of
figuring out the mechanics of the robot and testing
lifts and drive trains. After this, all that was left was to
build.
ClarkLift has an omni-directional driving system. The
pneumatics-based lifting system for retrieving totes
uses fixed metal arms that move vertically on a track
that is forty-nine inches in height.
In order to lift the totes, the arms have a wheeled intake to pull the totes inward,
onto the arms in order to achieve stability while they are being carried. The intake
is made so the wheels may shift in and out on command. On top of the arms, are
attachments specifically intended to lift the recycling bins whilst ClarkLift is on the
competition field. The control panel is set up vertically behind the lift. The majority
of the code used to operate the attached control panel was written by Team
Combustion's own controls captain, Ben R. ClarkLift has been custom made to
perform tasks that are described in the rules of the game.While keeping within the
regulated guidelines, ClarkLift has been created with the creativity and
collaboration of more than thirty high school students under the supervision of
more than fifteen mentors.
ClarkLift will be on display at our annual Open House Monday, February 23
at 7:00 PM in the Northshore High School cafeteria. Everyone is invited.
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